unified world.³

³Michel Foucault, “What is York: Pantheon, 1984), 39

Shortened (Subsequent) Citations (14.24 – 14.31)
If citing the same source more than once, give full citation details in first footnote and shortened details for subsequent footnotes. The most common short form for citations requires author’s last name, main title of work shortened to four words or less, and page (or page range) being cited:


If the present note repeats the information of the immediately preceding note use the abbreviation ‘Ibid’ meaning ‘in the same place’. This indicates the same source but different page number(s).

3. Ibid., 43.

NOTES ON BIBLIOGRAPHY
A bibliography, which appears at the end of your paper, lists every work you have cited in your notes. Label the first page “Bibliography”. Two blank lines should be left between title and your first entry. Entries should be alphabetized and a hanging indent used for entries longer than one line. One blank line should be left between remaining entries.

Sources NOT cited but consulted may or may not be included (consult your instructor).

3-em Dash (---) should be used to replace author or editors’ names who hold multiple, successive entries in a bibliography.

Block Quotations indentation should be .5” on both sides of your quotation. Line spacing should be set to single space.

If you cannot ascertain the publication date of a printed work, use the abbreviation “n.d.”


When citing the online version of a book (such as those accessed through EBSCOhost or Springer), include the URL – or, if available, DOI – as the last part of the citation.


For websites include as much of the following as possible: title of page, author (if any), owner/sponsor of site, URL, and date of publication or modification. If publication or modification date is unavailable give date accessed.
